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Thursday September 13, 2001
Students, faculty react to terrorism
BSUprovides comfort on 9-11
By Stephanie Bodden
The Arbiter
As BSU students gathered around televisions placed in vari-
ous campus buildings to watch terrorist attacks and the after-
math, school officials were already discussing measures to reas-
sure concerned students and staff to lift spirits and to boost
morale.
Coordinated efforts of staff, faculty, and students provided a
safe place for students to convene; a campus that provided com-
fort and support. The Student Union Building became a haven
for students of different nationalities, varied religions, and sev-
eral ra~es. As members of the proverbial melting pot, an over-
whelming sense of community pervaded - a linking of every
American.
Boise State President Charles Ruch said, "the world will never
be the same."
. He and the vice presidents of the university gathered imme-
diately to confer over measures to keep the BSU community sta-
ble, and to provide a sense of security by stressing the impor-
tance of safety at this time .
. . "What's wonderful about this university is that folks intu-
itively know what to do here," Ruch said.
Staff and faculty recommended measures that students can
take to contribute to the cause of rebuilding America. Blood
donations are requested, and Ruch reiterates the importance of
providing support to students and faculty.
"It's important to talk about how this affects all of us," he said.
Faculty members expressed their concern as well.
Dr. John Crank, Department of Criminal Justice
concerned students walch Ihe unfolding events of an unforge"able day In ttoeSUBFireside lounge. The
SUBplaced severallelevlslons at different locallons for sludents to watch.
National Guard responds reassures Boise State
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By Lgura Wylde
The Arbiter
The National Guard in Boise
has a number of personnel who
are students from BSU, and Lt.
Col. Tim Marsano, the State
Military Division Public Affairs
Officer voiced interest in
addressing any concems they
may have.
"Right now we arc in a
heightened security state,
which is known as a force pro-
tection condition," Marsano
said. "We are protecting our
personnel in the military as well
as our equipment, and trying to
do every thing we can to ensure
safety for our people."
Currently the National
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vides a unique opportunity for
personal cnallenge tempered
by a group dynamic, which
encourages growth both as a
person and as part of a com-
munity," said student leader
Andy Porter.
"What makes Wilderness
Quest so distinctive is that-It
also fosters a huge spectrum of
experiences; learning about the
environment, making friends ,
before classes begin, and just
having an awesome time being
outside," he said.
The trip took students to the
Needles area, east of Donnelly,
where ~articipantsclimbed
and bac ackea. Then it was
on to the aye~ River for raft-
ing.
Andrew Fiscus said, ."For
the first time climbing.andraft-ing, it is an experience 1will . • ..' . . I'hDIOCOU!t8Yaf .. CI\lllklOl'lIaccenw
~~v:Wsf~~~l wou1~ l~..veto .. Someftrst"year BSUstudentS ~ In~J'OCk d1mb1nQdUrfnQtI'Ica. "Wi@emessQuest. which Isol'Qanlzed by the ()utdoOrCenter. . .
Guard is in a stand"by mode for
any potential missions. .
"We are confident we can
carry out any missions, and as
of right now, we are under con-
trol of the Governor.
The National Guard on a day
to day basis belongs to the
Governor until they are needed
. for a national situation. The
guard may be employed for any
mission ranging from flood con-
trol to the recent concern over
the Rainbow Gathering celebra-
tion in Cache Valley this sum-
mer.
"When we become federal-
ized, who knows what those
missions might be, but we have
transport equipment to carry
both personnel and supplies to
wherever needed," he said.
As of now the guard is on a
24-hour alert.
Marsano was unable to
respond with any speculations
regarding the severity of the 9-
11 situation, but "1will say a pri-
mary concern of the military is
homeland defense, and home-
land defense is the key phrase."
"We are aware of the poten-
tial for terrorism within the
United States, and we train
daily to respond to terrorist
events;" he said.
Marsano was vague and
despondent in outlining the
ways the National Guard of this
area might be used in the future
regarding this situation.
"The point is we are aware
and ready to respond as need-
ed," he said.
He made it clear the students
of Boise State are high in priori-
ty of concern to the guard.
"Our personnel are our num-
ber one priority and number
one asset, and we are going to
do everything we can to protect
those people," he said.
"The student soldiers and
airmen need to know they are
our number one concern"
"What Did You Do
This Weekend?"
Dy Stephanie Dodden
The Arbiter
The Outdoor Center is the
solution for those in a
quandary over mundane activ-
ities in Boise. The facility offers
a variety of activities including
rafting, kayaking, moun-
taineering, backpacking,
snow-shoeing, and also offers
a rock-climbing wall to prac-
lice for the 'real thing:
These student-led trips and
classes are inexpensive, and
focus on teaching fundamental
technical and judgment neces-
sary to enjoy the sports and to
be safe at the same time.
One of the most beneficial
programs provided by the cen-
ter is' open to £reshlnan' and
first-year students. Wilderness
Quest is a five-day adventure, .
including backpacking,' rock
climbing, and whitewater raft-
ing."Wilderness Quest pro- see oUTDOOR on pg. 9
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one, "It was specifically deslo-
nated as a 'thouoht room'," All
said, "where students could
reRect their feelings and emo-
tions during their time of dis-
tress."
The room was open all day,
and counseling services were
extended.
Counseling services are avail-
able In the Counseling Center,
the Women's Center or the
Mum-Ethnic Center.
Members from ASBSUand Ihe
Vice President of Student
Affairs, PegBlake collaborated
efforts on Tuesday to provide a
room for traumallz:ed students
affected by Tuesday's traoedy.
The Hatch B Ballroom was
suogesled and "within ten
minutes, thanks to the staff of
the Student Union, a room was
set up with tabies, chairs,
waler and Kleenex," sold
Imran All, ASBSUmember.
The room was open to every-
"Our qrand parents had Pearl Harbor, and we
had Oklahoma City, but we haven't seen such
laroe scale destruction of a monument In
AmerIca's hIstory."
~'Lindsay Green; Communication
Natalie Barby, Art History (from Australia): "I
heard about" first on the radio, and Immedi-
ately I flipped onthetelevlslan. As soon as
my parents heard, they were worried about
me, thOUGhI am In a different part of the
country. How that they'have,hlt NewYork
and Washington, I wonder what could be
next, are there more attacks planned, and
could It be the WestCoast? That Is what
makes my parents worry."
_Natalie Barby,Art History (from Australia)
/lThls Is like a movie. I can't Imagine anyone
who 'would want to do this to so many peo-
ple." ~
-Anna Mclntosh, Elementary Education
/lWehave never had this happen on the lower
48 states, " 15odd to have something like this
happen rloht here."
.; Aaron Graden, Computer Service Technology
"lt Is scary that this can start somethIng big.
We haven't seen anythIng on American turf
besides the Civil War."
_Melissa Bryant, Criminal Justice
/II am Republican, Its like capital punishment, ~
go and get revenge."
_Jake Hunter, Criminal Justice
SamEssen,SOCiOlOgy:"I can't believe they
got four planes In one day."
_Sam Essen, Sociology
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Neighborhood examined
More than kiddy ideas
By Laura Wylde
Tile Arbiter
more residents in developing
vision for community and be
able to address issues in a cre-
ative way.
"A lot of cities across the
country have departments that
serve neighborhoods," Shapiro
said. "We only have one staff
person in planning, focusing
on planning, not facilitation,
training or community build-
ing," he added.
Shapiro is also interested in
creating neighborhood assem-
blies, where on a quarterly
basis, the mayor and the city
council go out into five or six
regions of the city to meet with
the neighborhood association,
residents and 'local businesses
in a formal, facilitated meeting
for several days.
"I would like to see the
actual development of policies
utilizing the neighborhood
regional issues, concerns and
their ideas," he said.
He then envisions the foun-
dation gained from these
assemblies taken back into city
hall where the policies. are
developed on a citywide basis
and formalized.
"If we do this, we would be
By Laurg Wyld~
Tile Arbiter
to create incentives so people
can find jobs in Boise and not be
forced to relocate," he contin-
ued.
Many view Maxand's age as
a deterrent from his political
stance. Others in the community
see his age indicative of being a
radical or a liberal.
"I am not a liberal," he said,
"they support he death penalty,
the war on drugs and corporate
welfare."
More so, Maxand argues he
is a populist, saying he has sup-
port for his campaign from all
across the political spectrum,
"and people would like to
pigeonhole the campaign as
being liberal and radical, but
actually we have a lot of conser-
vative platforms," he said.
Maxand envisions conserv-
ing the aspects of the communi-
ty that Boise consists of.
"We want to conserve the
quality of life," he said. "We do
not want to see pore planning
and mismanagement in tax dol-
lars deteriorate the things we
have here that makes Idaho and
Boise a great place to live."
For more information on
Maxand, his web site is
www.maxandformayor.org. see MR. ROGERS on pg. 10
Matthew Shapiro is a proac-
tive person, running for C.ity
Council, and he con tams
visions of introducing new
ways of doing things.
If elected, Shapiro would
seriously insist the community
revolve around neighbor-
hoods, and increasing the dia-
logue between individual links
in the community to form one
big chain.
He puts it better than that.
Simply, "neighborhoods are
the kindergarten for democra-
cy," he defiantly said.
He explains building the
capacity to create power in the
city comes from the power in
neighborhoods.
"power is not something
that resides in one person's
hands," he said, "and if we are
to deal with the challenges in
. the coming years we must
make neighborhoods the cen-
ter of public life."
Firstly, Shapiro would
establish a fully staffed office
of neighborhoods that can pro-
vide technical assistance and
training to help neighbor-
hoods so they may involve
Jeremy Maxand, Boise State
alum was the first to announce
on August 2 that he was run-
ning for mayor.
Maxand has "a genuine
interest in creating a healthy,
open and honest relationship
between the city and communi-
ty," he said.
The issues he is centering
around focus on benefiting the
university student, with his
main emphases including trans-
portation, greenbelt safety,
renters rights, and merging the
roles of city, state, business and
university entities to create a
better business environment for
our city.
He said, "parking is a big
problem on campus, and the
university seems to want to
build more parking structures
which is going to take money
away from education and build-.
ing educational facilities."
He argued against building
more parking garages because
he envisions a better solution,
which would aid the communi-
ty beyond the university.
"It is the responsibility of the
city that the bus system meets
the needs of those who are most
likely not to have a car, or those
who are completely urban resi-
dents," he said.
He said the city needs more
busses, more extensive hours
and routes and to make the
busses more accessible for citi-
zens of Boise to usc.
"Another issue for me is
greenbelt safety and mainte-
nance because a lot of people
use the greenbelt as an alterna-
tive transportation corridor to
get back and forth from 'their
work, residence or class,"
Maxand said.
He is adamant on ensuring
the heavily used parts of the
greenbelt arc safe, listing plans
of implementing more lighting
on the Julia Davis park side of
the belt.
Photo by Don Wall, The Arbller
Notes From the News EditorJeremy Maxand spoke 10The Arbiter about Improving thequality of student life last Sunday. Not pictured IsSam
Mayfield, Maxand's bodyguard/university relations director mayor." .
political apathy is increasing,
most commonly because "well,
my vote doesn't matter."
However, in regards to city
politics, a single vote indeed
Jolts the election. If the students
of Boise State all voted, based
on the 1997 voter statistics,
around 80 percent of the stu-
dent population could possibly
elect the next mayor.
Granted, the ideas on this
campus very to a wide extreme,
and most likely BSU students
will not all vote for the same
person, yet by increasing voter
awareness and voter responsi-
bility, the impact made on the
community by Boise State stu-
dents would be immense.
The University campus is a
breeding ground for political
upheaval. Knowledge gained
from higher education pro-
vides students with the cata-
lyst for forming cement blocks
of ideas rather than the mushy
mess of, like, high school.
To utilize the power of
knowledge in a proactive way,
meaning to vote. for someone
responsible to lead the city in
its evolution, is a responsibili-
ty and a right we should all
take a little more seriously.
To keep Boise State stu-
dents abreast on the current
political- scene, The Arbiter is
creating a series highlighting
the various candidates for city
election.
The two candidates high-
lighted in this issue mark the
kick-off to this rmmingseries.
This weekly update initiates a
ploy to reverse the current
trends of voter apathy.
Jeremy Maxand states, "in
Boise we had 90 thousand reg-
istered voters in the city in
1997. From that, less than 20
percent turned out to vote,
and out of 90 thousand peo-
ple, 14 thousand voted for the
"Right now especially in
winter hours when daylight is
scarce, there is a huge problem
of inadequate lighting which is
something the city decided not
to make a fundin~ priority," he
said. "This flies 111 the face of
common sense, and people do
not feel safe."
The rights of renters are
another platform on which
Maxand stands. Since the
majority of Boise State students
live in rental units, he is inter-
ested in making sure "there is a
just and fair relationship
between landlords and
renters."
Maxand is also enthusiastic
about building our city's econo-
my.
"We have a very information
based economy, and that can be
either a really fluid and unsta-
ble environment, or at can be
one where it is very stable and
prosperous," he said.
Maxand thinks to do this
would involve coordination on
the part of funding from the
state and a first-year research
institute from the university.
"Having incentives and
resources there for creative
entrepreneuralship for these
rapidly changing teclmologies
in the marketplace would build
jobs," Maxand said. "We need
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Relief for
tragedy in
works
By laura Wvlde
The Arbiter
Boise State students, faculty
and staff, togetherwith Treasure
Valley community members are
called upon to help provide
relief for the recent tragedy on
the East Coast.
ASBSUand the Arbiter are
sponsoring the relief fund
~hich is g~ared toward provid:
mg financial assistance to those
affected by the events on Sept.
11,200l.
. "The specific details regard-
mg the 9-11 U.S.Tragedy Relief
Fund are still in the planning
process, and will be elucidated
in a short amount of time," said
Imran Ali, ASBSUchief of staff.
"I think this is a good way for
students and members of the
community to help show their
support. Ina time of tragedy like
this, every little bit helps," said
Brad Arendt, general manager
of the Arbiter.
The student government
members involved in planning
9-11
the
the stipulations of the relief
fund iilclude Ali, Brooke
Baldwin, Kara Janney and
Linda Edson.
_Contact:ASBSUat 426-1440 for
more information.
Nicholson, Counseling &
Testing Center director.
He said that students define
crises indifferent ways, and that
a student in a panic who feels
they need immediate help can
come in and meet wit:: some-
one. The Center is open Monday
_Thursday from 8 a.m. to 7p.m.
and Friday be~een 8 a.m, and 5
p.m. -
Nicholson says that students
were still in shock on Tuesday as
the events unfolded. He did not
see an increase in traffic in the
Center.
"I think people when they
deal with very difficult issues,
there first recourse is not to see a
counselor, but to see a friend or
family," Nicholson said.
A representative from the
Counseling Center was sent
over to the Student Union to
identify those who might be
having problems. He, along
with several clergy present from
a prayer meeting, had discus-
sions with students absorbing
the impact of the news.
The main thing Nicholson
wants students to know is that
the Center is available to
address any issue a student is
having.
Counseling
Center will assist
students griev-
ing national
tragedy
By Sean C, Hayes
The Arbiter
The emotional impact of the
terrorist attacks against New
York and Washington are still
registering in students, many of
whom watched the event
unfold on televisions set up in
the Student Union, and attend-
ed organized prayer meetings.
The Counseling and Testing
Center, located on the sixth floor
in the Education Building is
ready to assist students upset or
traumatized about these events.
"We just want the campus to
know we're here, we're avail-
able and you don't need an
appointment," said James A.
The Arbiter • Page 3:
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Arab students at Ue Michigan worry
as nation seeks culprits .
ASBSUVice President Kara Janney comforts Debby Rores, ASBSU
Administrative Assistant after the reality of the a"acks on the WTC&
Pentagon sinks In.
turely placed suspicion on
Middle Eastern terrorists after
domestic terrorists bombed the
Alfred P. Murrah Federal
Building in Oklahoma City in
1995.
But he also noted that the
World Trade Center bombing
in 1993 was linked to factions
of suspected terrorist Osarna
bin Laden.
"It is not strange that specu-
lation should center around a
similar ideological group,"
Cole said. "We are still unsure
who is behind this."
Law Prof. Robert Precht said
assuming the guilt of specific
groupS and condemning al1
members is "premature and
un-American.".
"1 hope that as an enlight-
ened community we should
preserve, especial1yin this type
of crisis, democratic values by
not assuming guilt by associa-
tion and not pointing fingers at
our neighbors," Precht said.
Bv Ellzgbeth Kgssab
Michigan Daily (U. Michigan)
SPB solicits
student filtns(U-WIRE) ANN ARBOR,
Mich. - Arab-American and
Muslim students received a
number of threatening e-mails
fol1owing Tuesday's terrorist
attacks.
Several student organiza-
tions sent e-mails to their mem-
bers urging them to be cau-
tious.
The Arab Student
Association and the American-
·Arab Anti-Defamation
:Committee told students to
:take advantage of Safewalk
and Northwalk services if they
·felt threatened.
Some Arab-American stu-
dents received one e-mailed
•death threat signed from "a
·Christian American," group
members said.
Other anonymous e-mails
:warned "'your life will be a liv-
·ing hell/" and "'this is war,'"
·said LSA junior Brenda
':College Bowl:
All the fun of 'Millionaire' and 'Weakest Link' without the annoying hosts
general audiences. The new
to director believes that the
scheduled feature films have
mass appeal, and reflect
what students want to see.
"I'm basing the film selec-
tion on student input," said
Baker, "I want to show what
Student Programs is looking students w~~t to see, not
for a few good films. Student what I want.
films that is. Not all students agree on
The 'fal1 schedule of films what appropriate material is,
planned by SPBis underway, however. Baker has received
yet plans to screen student phone calls voicing. concern
films have been unfulfilled. over the showmg of
"1 haven't had any supple- Orgazmo, a comedy from
ments yet," said SPB Films South Park ~o-creator Trey
Coordinator Rob Baker. Parker, which follows a
Submissions should run Mormon missionary in L.A.
between five and ten minutes who becomes involved in
in length and must be the adult film industry.
approved before they. can be "S<,>mepe~ple have c~~led~o
shown. Any student work is VOice their concern, said
admissible. Baker, "but when I surveyed
"I'm building a Power-point students about these choices,
presentation to show before over 80 1?,ercentvoted for
our next movie, I hope to get Orgazmo.. .
some interest" said Baker. Baker admits that every film
The hope is that the student he pla~ to show ~ouid m~;it
work will catch on and build negatiVe reactions. In
enough material to support a American Hist?ry :-' people
film festival later in the year. ~ouid say that It IS to?
"I'd like to have awards and mtense or too VIOlent.but It
everything," he said. is a g~od message and is
Students interested in sub- somethmg that people
mitting should contact Baker should see," he said.
at 426-1223. SPBplans on having survey-
All of the feature films will be ing students at the events to
shown in the Special Events gauge reactions and gather
Center at affordable admis- .comments as the schedule
sion prices. Most of the films progresses. "We'll see what
are free to students and $1 to input I'm getting," he said.
Director hopes
host festival if
submissions arrive
I3Y Matt Nezngnskl
Tile Arbiter
Abdelal1, the external relations fingers, Tarsin said.
chair of the ASA. "Our student community
"The underlying connota- here and now had nothing to
tion was 'beware,'" she said. do with this," he said.
Someone also painted the But some students chose to
crude statement "bin Laden go to their family homes
must die" on the Rock at the because they felt uncomfort-
corner of Hill and Washtenaw. able on campus, Abdelall said.
Former ADC president Norah "The atmosphere just isn't very
Rabiah said the groups told positive right now," Abdelall
their members to be careful said.
only as a precaution, and no Abdelal1noted that not only
specific action has been taken are Arab students the target of
against students. assumptions that people of
"It's just things we've heard their religion or ethnicity per-
from people on campus, which petrated the attacks, but they
is very disappointing," she must also cope with the fact
said. that a significant number of
ASA President Asad Tarsin them have family and friends
said student groupS have been in New York and Vvashington,
working with University of where the attacks occurred
Michigan officials to express "It's like we're getting the
their concerns of possible hate double effect of it," Abdelal1
crimes and the University has . said. "It's too much to deal
been responsive. with as students."
The campus community History Prof. Juan Cole cau-
should be concerned with tioned against placing blame
working together to "begin the without proof. He noted some
healing process," not pointing national news figures prema-
By Sean Co HgyU
Tile Arbiter
• If you can't get through to
Who Wants To Be a Millionaire
or Jeopardy!, or don't want to
be abused by a Brit on The
Weakest Link, BSU is offering
the next best thing: The third
annual College Bowl.
"It's one of the few real1y,
truly academic activities that
we organize here," said
Autumn Haynes, Student
Activities coordinator. ,
College Bowl is a team
event, consisting of groupS of
four, which can include faculty
and staff. Faculty may come in
handy for the Bowl's notori-
ously challenging questions.
"these questions are above
and beyond what you're used
to in Trivial Pursuit," said
Haynes. "They're really quite
challenging."
There are two types of ques-
tions, toss-ups worth 10 points
each to be answered by the
player quickest on the buzzer,
and bonus questions worth 20
to 30 points each answered by
the team. A player must
answer the toss-up question to
receive a bonus. A team is
penalized five points for a
missed question.
Stellar players also have the
opportunity of competing in
the All-star Regional College
Bowl Tournament, represent-
Ing Boise State in Portland,
Ore. in February.
Prizes are also offered, and
Haynes says she hopes every
player will walk away with
something. Gift certificates
have been donated from cam-
pus and area merchants.
Besides, the prize incentive,
she says, the event is a lot of
fun."We use real buzzers. It's
like being on a game show."
This year there will be two
tournaments, a change from
years past where there was
only one. The first will be held
Sept. 22, and the second tour-
nament will be held on Nov. 9.
The deadline for participation
for the September tournament
is tomorrow. Students have
until Nov. 2 to get application
materials in for the second
tournament.
Registration packets
(including complete game
rules and suggested trivia texts
for study) are available at the
Student Activities desk on the.
first floor of the Student
Union.
A team registration fee of $5
is required in order to ensure
team's attendance, because of
the work and cost required to
stage the event. .
A demonstration of College
Bowl will be held at lunchtime
today on the patio of the
Student Union, with free
snacks. For more information,
contact Haynes at 426-3049.
Update on dental insurance
_students need to know
tists in the area who were plan
providers.
"It is highly recommend stu-
dents do not enroll in the
Dental Plan," Pat Branson, the
on-campus student insurance
representative said ..
Branson mentioned plans for
working toward better dental
insurance coverage.
"Providing dental insurance is
a problem, because so many
students need it, and hopefully
we will have something as an
alternate plan by the spring
term," Branson said
If students have enrolled in the
current dental plan, it is sug-
gested they obtain it through
Collegiate Risk Management
Services in Tarpon Springs,
Florida.
I3Y Lgura Wylde
Tile Arbiter
The Arbiter published a story
on Sept. 10, regarding student
health insurance. Since that
date, an update emerged
regarding the student dental
plan.
For the first time, the
University had put the student
health insurance plan up for
state bid. Requests for the pro-
posal were reviewed, and the
bid was awarded by the state
of Idaho in the spring of 200l.
Apparently there are no den-
tists available in Idaho to pro-
vide services with this plan.
The company who obtained
the bid contracted this dental
plan and did not research den-
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$1 off
with Student 1.0.
on the corner of Capitol Blvd."
and University Dr,
Up to $3,000.00 Per Semester for
Full-Time Students!!!
* Montgomery GI Bill * Montgomery GI Bill Kicker
* StateTuition Assistance * CashBonuses
* Student Loan Repayment Program
ForMoreinformationcontact:
TS9t Rod Elson
422-5597 or (800) 621-3909
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BSUs Gfficial Home for Tattoos & Piercing
member of the Idaho Ta\lOO Association
Custom Tattoos & Piercing
modern sterilization e exotic body piercing
[344-5355J
1041 Broadway Ave, Across from BSU Stadium
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Are You SEARCHING?
For real friendship... .~
For answers... 't:.
For something more... ~
"The Search"
9:00.10:15am Sunday Mornings
Celebrate Jesus in joy with music and the Good News.
Everyone is welcome here in the love of God.
University Christian Church
1801 University Drive, Boise 83"706
(Across the street fromthe BSUStudent Union)
(208) 343-5461 +WWW.uccboise.org
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"Just show your student ID & receive a
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BSUclasses run by commie leftists
informs us that "we don't need
no education,we don't need no
thought control" and goeson to
Pink Floyd released a won- proclaim "hey, teacher, leaves
derful album over 20 years ago us kids alone!"
entitled The Wall: This album These phrases should have
has PinkFloyd doing some phi- been echoing
losophy as in your skulls
they sing "All R · h over the last
in all we are all yg t week and half
just bricks in From as the yearly
the wall." r- I battle of leftist
This so~g rIe .. indoctrination
was (and still began in class-
is) an anthem es. I know that
to those of us that yearn to Boise is considered republican
break free from the establ.ish- territory, but BSUis definitely
ment and create our own lives home to hostile leftistswho use
with our O\~n ~ndivi.duality. the classroom to promote their
Another lync In this song communist agenda.
I know, many of you are
already getting angry with me
saying, "Teachers-don't pro-
mote communism! Everybody
knows that communism is bad
and was destroyed by Ronald
Reagan!" Yes my friends,
Reagan did bring down the
Evil Empire, but all that these
leftistshave done is gone back
to the Marxist line of thinking
of promoting socialism first
and communism second. Let
me show you how theseleftists
who control the education sys-
tem willfully indoctrinate
young people into commu-
nism.
I was sitting in class on the
secondday of schoolwaiting to
be bombarded by left-wing
crap thought. It didn't take
long.The firstwords I hear the
professor utter is that EVERY-
BODYhas a learning disability.
Everybody? What a way to
cheapen and downgrade those
with real learning disabilities.
But this is the first step of pro-
moting communism.See, make
the population feellike they are
all incompetent boobs. After
all, if the masses cannot take
care of themselves, then a big,
imposing government is neces-
sary to mother everybody.
The next shocker was to
hear a professor try to explain
how nobody is an individual.
We all have the same patterns
and behavior. Nobody is really
different. This is a really inter-
esting proposition is it not?
What is the premise of commu-
nism?The answer is that every-
body is the same. Differenceis
bad because it leads to jealousy.
We all need to understand that
we are the same working for
the same thing. Yes,wonderful
communism.
Does anybody reallybelieve
that crap?We are all individu-
als with different desires and
wants in life. These professors
are trying to indoctrinate you
with false notions that we are
all the same.Tellme something,
if we are all the same,why are
there so many differentmajors,
minors, technical degrees, and
emphases offered? If we were
all the same, we would all be
politicalsciencemajors.
The big load of nonsense I
heard that day was some
young, poorly groomed tree-
hugger complainingabout capi-
talism. I'm here to shed some
light on something: Capitalism
is the ultimate form of individ-
ual expression and that is why
tree-hugging communists hate
it so much. Only capitalism lets
ANYBODY make money at
what they want to do.
1£ you want to become an
athlete, you work hard and try
see CLASSESon pg. 5
py Jerel Thomgs
The Arbiter
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Bill Maher: Howard Stern in sheep's clothing
By Lolo 'hchw ly '''md'ble (not pmd,,~d ,I ,,,,,,,I'ble progmm ~,tego", 1 ally ",,,Ihing in the media yelling,'" ,hoi, "my lim' in
o
'1l'ni' ~'P"" I f''I''''d
Sp,d,1 to tlu:A,bil" the Bo'" Co-op) ",'poml, must 'dmilIh'lI really enjoy Bill Maher is selling hi' big- ihey d"rovered that ,wom,n ~Y"1f 10,~"l.0Yon' ° ~~'o~Ik
product. in the form 0' the show. (plu, he really do,,- 01,,"' lu,,,live ",ntmvemy was w,""ng a thong" On' ""b"I' ?w, on a I",'
Ino,g'ni' 'mit, My TV n't ,ppmve of out bo'd'din'- and it is info",Hng that he F"n,h tourist was ,tnpp,d channel- D'hghted, I re"',~d
screen do"n't "du- ret",d,d p",id,nt), A' Bill find"PF'o"l even in p'opI' ,Imo'teomplddy n,ked and , th,t th' ,ubJec
l
b'mg d,,-
,lv,ly ho,1 hi"o" 0' ""nlly ,xpl,in,d during ,n th,tI h,v, b",n know 10d,,- hom' vid'" olthe indd,nt w" ,"",d ~~' ,exhual VIOlence
n,to" ,how', Th're', inl"vi'w on CNN, ,II ,ify '" "bdllhml." ,hown on ev"y 10,,1 n'w' IDd ,p,nf",lIy t ,,'o"m'n-
plenty 0' mom fM Emop",n, in Ih, ,oont'y 1.,,1 'omm" dodng the p<ogmmin th' cily fo' mont'" lioned evenl. N; on' of th'
Conan, The Daily watch it, because it is after all a pu.erto Rican Day Parade in (a very clever way to sell sexu- women all' ~hepanel w~s dhes-
Show 0' Po!;Ii"lIy ,," ,how, 'nd th"e New YmkCity, , I"ge g<oop ,I v'olence), p,,,'e1y trymg to expl.m t "
Inro"'d with Bill Emop",n, ,pend ,II d,y 0' mo,tly inn" dty yoong On' week ,It" Ih' p",de, "p' ,w"n t , "!,tt,, 0' ~ bo'
M,h,,-my m,,,,,hi'- d,'nking ,off" .nd dl"o"ing m.l" ,,,,,ked p",lng ,It" I "riv,d inmy ,p,rlmen' 0' ~,ol'~", ""Iy ",n"d,~liy
'i< fi" imporl,nl i"o", wom,n by poodng w,t" on (hom C,na,1 P"k), I did the "ph,d- Oh pi.. ,,! Yo~ g"e
To my .m,,,m,nt, 0 b'g' So Ih' pmbI'm i' nnl Ihe ,Im'- Ih'm ond ,'dping o"thci, unlhinkabl' ond tom,d on th' m,n too mu,h ,,,d.I, D,d you
pndion of my 'ello
w
",nli-TV tu" ofth"how butil> h",1. In doth", 'fhi' w,nt on '0' m,mmolh TV'" th.t my ~,wh,tlho~ wom,n w"e
"livi,"'" !;,t th' loll" in 'he th' 'omm"'d" 'pidl of vi,to- houm, " Ihey wee' ,houling <oomm,le h,d ve" kindlyfavorite hip-hop anthems and provided us with. Eating m see MAHERon pg. 5
1am proudly one of
the many folk affected
by "TV is an insult to
my intelligence syn-
drome" that reigns
among people who
claim to live for their
intellectual pursuits.
However, in realitymy .
TV set is on about two Bill Maher
hours daily, as I usually hap-
pen to be on my couch eating
that poisoned, yet convenient-
To Obtain an email Account!
1. Go to a computer lab with Internel access. Take a 3.5" diskette with
you (some labs have diskettes available for purchase).
2. Go to the BSU Home Page on the World Wide Web.
3. Access the following location: http://emai1.boisestale.edul
4. A document called "cmail Frequently Asked Questions" will come up.
5. You may read or print this document or any of the relatcd documents that can be accessed from this page.
FALL ZOOl
Open Computer Lab Hours
All lab 1ll'1I1'sare s1lbject to dun'be due to staff availability.
Call lab extensions fl1r questions and latest information.
Website for updated lab holll's and lab hardware & softwan: listings:
http://Oit.boisestate.edu/cs/starting/students.htm
Busincss Building
B.-2m) 426-1201
http://cobc.boisestatc.edu/ coblab!
M-'1'h 7:30am-l0:00pm
Fri 7:30am-7:00pm
Sat 8:00am-6:00pm
Sun 10:00am-4:00Plll
Communication Building
http://sspa.boiscstate.edu/labpol.html
C-114 426-3816
M-'1'h 9:00am-9:00pm
Fri 9:00am-5:00pm
Sat Noon-5:00pm
Sun 2:00pm- 7:00pm
Multipurpose Facility
MP-121 426-4121
http://oit.boisestate.cdu/ stulab!
M-Th 7:00am-12:00Midnight
Fri 7:00am-6:00pm
Sat 9:00am-5:00pm
Sun 9:00am-l0:00pm
Education Building
E-417 426-1435 lPlacement Testing Only]
M-W 8:00 AM - 8:00 PM
'1'h 8:00 AM - 9:00 PM
Fri 8:00 AM - 5:00 PM
Sat & Sun CLOSED
Engincering Building
E'1'-212!239 426-4428
http://oit.boiscstate.cdu/ stulab!
M-Th 7:00am-1l:00pm
Fri 7:00am-5:00pm
Sat 9:00am-5:00pm
Sun 12:00 noon - 9:00pm
peterson-Preco Learning Ccnter
Pavilion 426-3077
http://pplc.boisestate.edu/pplc/
M-Th ·7:00am-l0:00pm
Fri 7:00am-4:30pm
Sat CLOSED
Sun 4:00pm-l0:00pm
Libcral Arts Building
LA-206 426-4210
M-Fri 3:00pm -6:00pm
Sat-Sun 1:00pm- 6:00pm
Public Affairs/Art West Building
PAAW-125 426-3816
http://sspa.boisestate.edu/labpol.html
M 9:00am-7:00pm
'1' 10:30am-5:00pm
W 9:00am-7:00pm
'1'h 1:30pm-7:00pm
Fri 10:30am-3:00pm
Sat & SUl~ CLOSED
Technical Services Building
TS-219 426-2488
http://selland.boisestate.edu/baad/computer.htm
M - Th 8am to 7pm
Fri 8am to 5pm
Sat l1am to 4pm
Sun 11am to 5pm
Student email!
* Student email is now email.boisestate.edu. Your email addresswillbeyourUSERID@email.bOisestate.edu.
* Due to the growing popularity of the sludent email accounts, there are limits on the
megabyte size of the accounts and lime limits on how long the mail can stay in the Pop3
Post Office. Individual accounls at email.boisestale.edu wi1l not be allowed to exceed 5
megabytes of space. In addition, mail cannot be stored on the Pop3 Post Office longer
Ihan 120 days. If you use a client viewer like Pegasus or Eudora and have set the
configuralion to "Delete mail from host once successfully retrieved" then the mail is
stored on your personal machine and these limits do not apply to you.
Access from Home!
1. Student fees are paid to provide for computer labs, not access from home.
2. Students who need access from home may obtain this service from an ISP (Internet Service Provider).
Awards
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Ambience,.lifelike stude~ts, and other things BSUlacks
Great Bdtainuses
Dr.Evil~like
scheme for science
By Brandon Nolta ."The Arbiter gargantuan Slinky in highschool, most science experi-
ments were missing the fun
factor, even though the illus-
trated concepts were funda-
merttally cool.
Sitting here writing this, I
admit to feeling some envy
for those British kids, for two
reasons. One, their govern-
ment, for whatever else its
faults~ seems to be willing to
do things that may look silly
for a deeper purpose, which
~sa.trait our own government
Jettisoned a long time ago.
Image consciousness has sat-
urated the American way' of
life to a disgusting level, and
it's nice to see that not every-
one has bought into it yet.
It's the second reason that
is more important, however.
The Giant Jump event
(which, by the way, seems to
have been supported by other
governmental agencies,
including the English nuclear
watchdog, the Atomic
Weapons Establishment) is
essentially a tribute to the
sense of wonder. I would bet
money this whole thing got
started by somebody, most
likely a kid or someone who
is still in touch with their
childhood selves, sitting
around thinking, "What
would happen if everyone
jumped at the same titne?
Wouldn't that be cool?"
Sure, it had to go through
enough red tape to hang a
nation, but it happened.
Enough people were bought
into the real science beneath it
to make ita reality, or per-
haps better yet, felt enough of
that sense of wonder to give it
a go. '
Considering how hard it is
to hang onto that fundamen-
tal quality that drives so
much of what makes us better
_ be it art, science, or spiritual
understanding - the British
government should be
applauded for keeping a
piece of it alive. Maybe all of
those jumping kids did it, had
a giggle and went on with life
as before ... or maybe not. I'd
like to think that some of that
wonder rubbed off on a few'
of them. Someday, maybe
one will give it back to us.
By SeQn C, Hgyes
The Arbiter
today where there were,
oddly, other students gath-
ered, you can't step on any
patch of grass without nearly
losing your shoe in a foot of
mud. With the way they fload
the grass, you'd think they
were trying to harvest rice.
It isn't just the lack of natur-
al ambience - we are situated
between two parks - but' the
herd-like nature of students at
large. Groups of people wan-
der to and from class. When
class is done, they disappear.
Even where people are congre-
gated, there is a closed-off.
energy. It's as if people
brought a clique with them
from Riggins or wherever, and
are determined never to speak
to anyone else on campus.
Never mind, that overhearing
their conversations, I frequent-
ly have no desire to speak to
them.
So many people on this
non-traditional students (non-
trads, as they're called, being
the students who carry their
bags on metal carts, and
always make a point to let the
whole class know how much
more well-versed they are on a
subject than the one teaching
it). and the fact that most stu-
dents work in the off-hours.
But beyond that is an ener-
gy of not caring, of being here
just because. I can complain
about the campus all I want (or
the state at large), but like the-
students I'm complaining
about, all that does is neglect
the fact that many opportuni- ,
ties do exist, like when
Dorothy gets to Kansas and
realizes everything she wanted
was right there.
As Jack Nicholson said in
Batman, "This town needs an
enema."
campus dress and look just
alike that I fear one day I will
witness a crime and never
stand a chance of identifying
the perpetrator. Human
cloning is a hot topic lately, but
if you ask me it's been going
on for years.
. Clubs and events (as well as
campus groupie refuges like
the Arbiter) exist in theory, but
motivating students to get
involved in anything is like
trying to find a frat guy sober
on a: Saturday night.
I ponder what it is that com-
pels students here to not be
compelled. I'm curious if there
is something psychologically
inhibiting about the campus at
large. Boise State is kind of like
the end-up, where students go
when nothing else works out.
The energy often is like a
prison.
Obvious explanations
include the proliferation of
I was always so jealous of
that commercial they ran last
year. with the collegiate space .
alien listening to Johnny Cash
and reading the Feminine
Mystique. Not only because
you hardly see anyone on this
campus so interesting that they
cross so many intellectual gen-
res (nor indeed, are an alien or
an intellectual), but because
the campus had something we
lack, it looked like a campus.
I imagine somewhere there
is a college where people toss
frisbies, and study beneath
trees. I imagine a place where
something is always going on,
and people actually attend the
events. I imagine people hav-
ing stimulating conversations
in open groups.
On this campus, though I
did enjoy a sandwich outdoors
Man, I love the British. Not
only are they America's most
steadfast ally in times of prob-
lem and prosperity, they seem
to do their damnedest to keep
any Anglophiles over here
thoroughly entertained. I'm
not talking about their topless
models in the tabloids, or the
utterly bizarre relationship
~ey have with the royal fam-
ily: no, I'm talking about the
legitiJ.l1ate things they come
up With for official activities.
Latest example: According
to an ABCNews.com article
at 11 a.rn. London time o~
Sept. 7, Great Britain held an
event known as the Giant
Jump, designed to kick off the
newly-designated Science
Year. What did this event
entail? Well, the government
asked just about all the
?choolchildren in England to
Jump up at the same time to
see if the resultant impact reg-
istered on seismographs sta-
tioned around the country. I
feel kind of silly writing that
sentence, but that's what hap-
pened.
They didn't seem to have
any problems with volun-
teers: a preliminary report
from the director of the
Science Year project indicated
that approXimately a million
schoolchildren took part in
the experiment, . releasing
75,000 tons of energy in the
process. Analysis. over the
next 14 days wil1 tell how
much of a seismological
impact the experiment had,
but the gathering may set a
world record for number of
people taking part in a simul-
taneous event.
Now, putting aside the
superficial ridiculous sound
of the idea, don't you wish
you had taken partin that?
Doesn't that sound like fun? If
you're like me, the first
thought that went through
your head after hearing of this
was, "How come we didn't
get to do that when 1 was in
school?" I mean, really.
Outside of setting hydrogen
bubbles on fire in middle
school and playing with a
MAHER
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wearing? Those guys were just
horny!"
I was aware that Billy was "a
bit sexist" at the time, but noth-
ing could have prepared me
for that comment. I felt my face
turn red and my hands shak-
ing around my Bust magazine
that I instinctively threw at the
screen.
But this attitude is not
exclusively offered to women;
often Maher refers to his non-
white guests as "you people"
and makes occasional deroga-
tory comments about the black
community.
Porter Anderson of CNN spec-
ulates that Maher is a great
host-provocateur and his argu-
ments are sincere. I have no
doubts about it! I'm certain
that he is convinced that his
female guests are as he calls
them, "kittens" or "babes." But
he is not a good host-provoca-
teur, because of some special
talent the Super Best Friends
CLASSES
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rewarded him with. Bil1 sim-
f,
ly blurts out random insults
loping for a reaction. He is a
more refined Howard Stem,
another on the list of the wide-
ly accepted sexist shows on
TV, along with the incredibly
dull host of the Tonight Show
that surprisingly enough,
receives great ratings on jokes
about outdated gender stereo-
types. I am NOT proposing
that someone censor Mr.
Maher, but merely protesting
the praises he receives for
speaking out his prejudice.
As most women I am waiting
for the day when not almost
every female 1 see on screen is
crying over a man or parading
around half-naked. But as
long as pop culture welcomes
the "babe" or "kitten" and the
term "strong woman" seems
necessary or in Maher's words;
"a synonym for bitch" -that
day is a long hard way ahead.
to get people to pay you for it. If freedom of the individual! They
computers are your thing, you were anti-establishment that
"tan design any software you hated being told what to do.
want, patent it, and make Funny how the tables turn.
money. If you believe you poss- . Now these leftists are the estab-
es art skills, you are encour- lishmentand they are out here
aged to create art and make a screwing everything up. Their
living. Capitalism breeds tech- answer is always the same:
nology because it releases the Government.
power of the individual to ere- All of their solutions give
ate and invent. The dollar is a more and more power to the
great motivator, but the satis- government. Why? Because
faction .individuals obtain by they believe that ind,ividuality
earning a living by what they is bad. They don't trust individ-
love' to do is priceless. This, uals. In fact, individuals fright-
coincidentally, is also the defin- en leftists because we can
ition of a successful person, that accomplish things that they
is people who earn a living cannot.
doing what they love. Your time at BSU is sup-
Communism cannot touch posed to be about higher learn-
'this. Communists test people ing. I implore all of you to start
for what they are good at forces questioning these leftist profes-
the tested aptitude upon them. sors on why they lack the sel£
Individuality is stripped away. confidence to teach people how
Individuals are literally beaten to be self-sufficient capitalist
into submission or killed. instead of lazy, timid commu-
Perhaps the most ironic part nists. You might be surprised
about professors indoctrinating by the answer.
us with leftist thought is that
when they were all pot-smok-
ing hippies in the '60s they
were supposedly fighting for
Let..y!»ur
OpiniOn
be
heard!
The Arbiter is currently
seeking any and everyone
who has an opinion on iust about
anything under the sun. So use your right to
free speech on something other then your answering
machine. Contact Sean Hayes at 345-8204 x '\ '\ 2.
_Jerel Thomas is a 26-year-old jUllior
majorillg ill political science.
Who w. 111 step up 1n
men's baskefball?
','
Broncos lopking for fist victory
Darrln Shindle
Special to the Arbiter
I know that football season
is only three weeks old, but if
you're anything like me, then
it's never too early to start
talking about ssumen's bas-
ketball.
For the second time in six
years, Boise State will be
Changing conferences, moving
from the Big West Conference
after five years into the WAC.
"It's a big step up for us,
going into the seventh rated
confer!!nce in the country from
a year ago," said seventh year
headcoaCh Rod Jensen in the
2001-2002 preseason prospec-
tus,
"Every team from top to
bottom has to be good for the
conference to get that kind of a
ranking, We know it's an ath-
letic conference, and one full
of excellent coaches .. Joining
this great basketball confer-
ence will only help Boise State
in the long run."
The basketball season is
right around the comer, and
with the loss of some key play-
ers, it's time to see who will
step it up this season, .
The Broncos will have a
tough time replacing Kejuan
.Woods, Delvin Armstrong
and Clint Hordemann from
last years' squad. The three
combined for 43 percent of the
. Broncos scoring last season, as
Big college foot-
ball weekend '
expected
I1v Phil Dgllev
Special to the Arbiter
Boise State saw its 14-game
home winning streak come to
an end this past Saturday
when the Broncos lost to
Washington State 41-20. The
Broncos are looking to start a
new streak when they host
Central Michigan this
Saturday.
Nationwide, there are many
critical games this weekend,
By Monday, many teams will
be out of the Rose Bowl and the
national title race. The way
college football is played these
days, one loss and the hope for
a college national champi-
onship is all but gone.
. ".< --:-~j:-' '?
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Making a return is C].
Williams who red-shirted last
season. In the season prior to
his red-shirted one, Williams
found his shooting touch and
started hitting some big
jumpers that took some of the
heat off fo the other scorers.
Williams is an excellent
defender and can also take the
ball to the hole, which will free
up the Broncos perimeter
game.
Returning form 'last years
roster are Joe Skiffer and
Booker Nabors. Nabors was
somewhat of a surprise last sea-
son in helping with some of the
scoring load. He can also slice ,
to the basket and create his
own shot.
Nabors and Skiffer were a
good combo last season and'
Skiffer showed that he can run
the Bronco offense. With Brian
DeFares gaining some game
experience last season, he
should contribute this season
as well.
The experience the Broncos
will have atthe guard position
will compliment Jackson at the
forward spot. If the Broncos
can get some consistent play
form the centers, Trevor
Tillman and Richard Morgan,
who both have the ability to
contribute heavily on the
boards, as well as in scoring,
this season should be a promis-
ing one.
well as 38 percent of their
rebounding. Combine that
scoring total with Abe
Jackson's 24 percent of the
team's total scoring and that
leaves the rest of the team con-
tributing just 33 percent.
Woods, in times when he
was actually on.the team, was
a good scorer for the Broncos.
During last season he took
some of the pressure form Abe
Jackson. Armstrong could
always be counted on for his
hustle and defense, and last
year he found his scoring
touch late.
Hordemann contributed on
both ends of the court. He was
a streaky shooter, and some-
times you wouldn't find his
name in the box scores, but the
most important aspect to
Hordemann's game was his
hustle. He never took a play
off and his energy fueled the
rest of the team and the
Pavilion.
The Broncos have senior
forward Abe Jackson return-
ing this season. Jackson aver-
aged 17.4 points per game and
5,7 rebounds per game, lead-
ing the team in both cate-
gories.
So the question is who will
step up and help Abe Jackson
this season?
The answer comes from the
guard position, The Broncos
are full of talent at this posi-
tion with four guards return-
ing with game experience.
Bronco soccer off to a great st,art
~~ph Sklffer ' classmen on the roster.
Special to The Arbiter Maturity seems to be a big key
to their success. The last two
years they have struggled, and
one of the main ingredients
they were lacking was experi-
ence.
Several players said the team
was "not on the same page" last
year, and had lacked team
Chemistry,
Now, sophomore Kate
Dejana said, "We understand
that we have to get better every
day, so we push each other
hard in practice. We all believe
that is key for us to be success-
ful."
A surprising aspect of this
season's success is the fact the
team continues to win games
without their 2000 Big West
player of the Year, Brittany
Zoellner.
Zoellner broke her foot dur-
ing the preseason and is still on
the disabled list. Whether or not
This weekend offers many Last year, the Hurricanes
games with championship traveled to Washington only to
,implications. Many of the lose the game and also a shot at
perennial powerhouses com- Oklahoma in the Orange Bowl. The women's soccer team is
prise the top 10, and after this No, 6 Florida State will play doing something they had a
week several will find them- No. 10 Georgia Tech in an ACC hard time with last year: they're
selves slipping in the polls and match up. Florida State does- winning.
becoming just another good n't appear to be as strong as The Broncos are just five
college football team. they have been in the past, but games into the season, and at 3:-.
All the top games this have some skilled newcomers, 1-1, have already' racked up one
weekend are happening in the No. 15 LSU will host more win than they did all last
south. Three of the top games .Auburn in another key SEC year .. Th~ir 4-12-3 debacle
this Saturday will be played in . game. Both teams come into re~amed ~ the back of their
the Sunshine State. No. 2 this game 2-0. If Auburn can go minds while they worked on
Florida will host No. 8 to Baton Rouge and pull out a' their game during the off-sea-
Tennessee in a SEC show- victory, it will easily assure son. The Broncos' only loss was
down. Not only does this them of a spot in the top 25.' away from home to a good
game have national title impli- Another SEC team, No. 17 Duquesne team.
cations, but also the winner of Mississippi State, will take on . Sophomore Amy Dunn cred-
this game will be the front run- No. 25 BYU. And finally, the ~;>thi~ year's early .success to
ner for the conference champi- Fighting Irish will try to expenence, a POSltiV~ atmos-
onship. avenge their loss last week phere on and off the field, and
No. 1 Miami Fla will host with a game against Purdue. newfcund leadership."
No. 13 Washington. If this This Bronco team, which
game is anything like last year only had five upper-classmen
it will decide a spot in the title last year, has matured a great
game on January 3. deal, now boasting 11 upper-
she will be back to play this year
is still in question due to the
severity of her injury.
Along with Zoellner, Abra
Maxey-Billings has been unable
to play this year due to a sched-
uled back- surgery. She's
received a medical red··shirt for
the season ..
Although the absence of
Maxey-Billings was expected,
the loss of Zoellner was not
anticipated.
"Of course it's a disappoint-
ment not to have Brit out on the
field with us, but I am very
impressed with the way our
team has dealt with this loss--
as well as that of Abra's--and
excelled beyond it," said Debbie
Rubel, a sophomore defender.
"Since we haven't had Brit or
Abra since day one of the sea-
son, it has made it easier for the
team to focus on the goals
ahead, rather than dwell on our
loss of two important
players," Rubel said.
Despite their adversities
both past and present, the
Broncos have shown their abili-
ty to overcom~ obstacles and
are headed on the righf path: A
winning path.YOUR DESIGNHERE
CARPENTER SCREEN
PRINTING & EMBROIDERY
SERVICE, QUALfIY, ORIGINAUlY
FOR 34 YEARS
1-800-327 -2373
orders@carpenterscreen.com .
Ladies
Bikini Dancing
Make up tc? $50 an hour
must be 21
I
FREE· DRAFT
(CHECKING)
ACCOUNTS
FREE* ATMs
AT ALL OUR OFFICES &.
IN THE BSU SUB!
NO monthly service charge, NO per item fees, unlimitied check writing, NO minimum balance
reqUirement, PLUS we pay dividends on your account.
We have NO surcharge* ATMS at all three office locations PLUS one in the BSU SUB.
Check out our website atWWW.caqedfcu.om and EBEE. Home Banking!!!
Call 20S"377-4600 or 1"S00-223~7283,
visit our"website, or stop·byt~day.
BSU Employees and Full-time Students
•....~ ·..'.ital·.· o .: 'Co ueators·,,· > '.' s. .. ,.,,' '.', .- - .. -: ,- ,'-' _Savings Federally Insured to'. 0.1IiiiIiI.$100.000 byNCUA, and Agency ,.0»" of the u.s~Government. .
7450 ThUnderbolt'Or., Boise
50,0 E.Highland, Boise .
12195 McMillan·.Rd., BoiSe
-' - - .,','" - :. ',,'
.'·FEPIRAL CREOI1'UNION
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'Four Pointers, Four Visi·ons'
Contemporary Basque art
By). Patrick Kellv
, The Arbiter
life.
'Goenaga's paintings allure
the mind into their nebulous,
organic composition. Both of
his displayed works are shad-
owy primordial effigies to the
dark side of nature and human
psychology.
the subtle in-and-outs of
trarlslucencv .
Balda describes his art as a
When most people think of "fascination with geometry.
Basque art, they usually have Fascination with the simplicity
visio~s o~ children and sheep of the visual impact and for the
dancing m celebratory circles brilliant, constructive possibil-
or colorfully rendered pieces ities of a line or a circle." He
of folklore steeped in rich tra- muses that the end result is "a
dition. Seldom comes to mind labyrinth in which the builder Ramon Zuriarrain:
conte~porary pictorial art: can hardly orient himself. Still, Zuriarrain's collection of
bordermg on abstract. he can rest in his maze's corri- numbered watercolors are
Boise State's Visual Arts' dors." treated well with earthy,
Center is presenting Four The urbane essence of his comfy tones. All but two of the
Painters, Four Visions: Works work is translated nicely paintings appear to be flat-
on paper by f?ur contemp~- through the use of geometric . tened out, void of any perspec-
r~ry Ba~que artists. T~e exhibi- shapes. Balda's four paintings tive. These works accentuate
non WIll. be sho~l11g until bring to mind Rauschenberg dense, flat landscapes with
Sept. '28 m the Liberal Arts and Malevich. blue, forest green, salmon,
Building Gallery. black, and lime green hues.
The traveling exhibit is Juan Luis Goenaga: Two of his paintings depict
sponsored by the Center for Goenaga's large untitled overgrown garden terraces,
Basque Studies, University works of charcoal and pastel which inevitably draw the
Studies Abroad Consortium, on paper are grand interpret a- mind deeply into his botanical
and the Nevada Arts Council. tions of prehistoric cave paint- wonderment.
All four artists hail from the ings. His use of organic shapes Zuriarrain's obvious fasci-
Basque city of San Sebastian, and earth tones offer an exam- nation with natura11andscapes
Spain. Infused in their work is ination into archeological rec- is apparent because of the com-
I a collective social and political ollection. . plexity of his paintings: over-
t. vth0ice,distinctly interpreted by Almost tndiscemiblc ani- grown foliage, dark walls. of
• . eir varied styles. mal images seem to float in the ivy, and verandas are capturedf Javier Balda: background of swirling impressionistically on paper.
Balda's minimalist, untitled orange, green, saffron, and
l'acrylic and ink works on paper burnt sienna brush strokes. Eduardo Lopez:t suggest linear patterns, defin- Like French impressionist Lopez' acrylic and ink
~ ing industrial images. His Cezanne, Balda spent much works on paper imply his
• mixed-media form blends col- time in the countryside, but abstract sensibilities. He inten-
t lage with bold strokes of black, eventually submerged himself tionally places bold, fluid paint
blue, and brown, enhanced by in the chaos of metropolitan strokes to define dreg like fig-ures. -
Within the composition are
vividly colored circles, sug-
gesting planets. His painting
Estatico organically delineates
an alien-like, possibly, adoles-
cent figure. The android is
apparently wearing a jersey
labeled number five, propos-
ing that the planets could actu-
ally be soccer balls? Like all
great abstract art, the meaning
is highly open for interpreta-
tion.
Two of Lopez' paintings
demonstrate his traditional use
of space by linearly rendering
form to gothiC cathedrals and
human anatomy. Both of these
works are reminiscent of
Matisse's fluid lines.
. '
. ---'l ....~.'
Un\l\\ed. Acry\lcon paper by lopez
Untitled. MIxed media on paper by Baldo.
Billy Idol sold-out in Boise
songs, titled "Walk the
Monster" and "The Fire
Song." Some fans were dis-
gruntled with the amount of
people, the lack of viewing
areas, but others thought it
was the best way to view an
icon like Idol. "It was so
good," said Stuart Becar, 35,
"because it was so enclosed. It
was personal."
Idol made a comment that
he might be back next year,
and hopefully, if he does, they
will book him at a larger
venue.
Emma Rasmussen and her
son, Derek Degenaars, 20,
have been long-time fans since
the '80s and were very excited
to hear that Idol was coming to
town. "I used to dress him
(Degenaars) up like Billy Idol
when he was younger. Spiked
hair and a little, black leather
jacket. He was so cute,"
Rasmussen said. She had
never seen Idol in concert
before and was ecstatic to
finally get the chance to see
him locally.
The show was shorter than
anticipated, but it was power-
packed with everything the
fans were dying to see, and
even a couple of awaited new
the cake, or should I say "wed-
ding cake" was about "little
sister, shotgun." The crowd
thought it was more than a
"nice" day for a "White
Wedding." There were at least
four hopeful brides dressed
just for the occasion.
Idol covered old classics as
well, from The Simple Minds
and The Doors to, of course,
"Many, Many." A few
Generation X songs were in
the mix, and fans were just as
excited to see Steve Steven's
riffs back in the group, espe-
cially during "Rebel Yell.' It
was as if Idol and Stevens
were made for each other on
stage.
His stage rapport included
power-punches and his cater-
ing to the front rows of his lov-
ing fans. He accepted roses
from one persistent woman,
handed one of them to another
doting fan, and warmly kissed
yet another. Even the guys
pushed the stage forward to
obtain a handshake. One fan
brought his license plate, bar-
ing Billy Idol's name. Every
sex song had a finger pointed
at a lucky girl. Wasn't that
what got him into a lawsuit on
his cameo appearance with
Ally McBeal?
"Flesh for Fantasy" had
fans screaming for flesh, flesh
and more flesh, but what took
By Wendy Venable
The Arbiter
last minute. Those hopes were
dashed as the Easy was packed
to capacity with lines formed
for hours of desperate fans that
were trying to squeeze their
way onto the floor.
One fan, Amy Broadie, 28,
stated that she thought they,
"sold too many tickets. We
waited half the concert to get
downstairs." Her friends
agreed. "We had to watch a
video of the show for $35," she
said. Still, there were many
fans that did not even get to
go.
Idol opened his show after
an hour of "idle" time with his
infectious smile, a face full of
sweat, and "Cradle of Love."
High-impact energy -the
man can forever rock, decades
after his peak of fame, and well
past what would be his mid-
life crisis. He proved Monday
night, Sept. 10 during his "Kiss'
the Skulls" tour that he can still
take the stage. Fans were
astounded and grateful
because Billy Idol has finally
come to perform for Boise.
The Big Easy sold-out the
$35 tickets for the show on the
first day, and there were still
lines of fans milling around
outside in hopes to get in at the
Your co,tume
Wizl
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The CluJIl$yLover$·arereadyto ruckus
By J, PGtrlck Kelly
The Arliiter .
Bluegrass Festival, North by
Northwest, H,armony Arts
Festival, Vancouver' Celtic
The Clumsy Lovers are Festival, and Northwest
coming! The Clumsy Lovers Folklife.
are coming! The British TCLrecently released their
Columbia-based jam band is fifth CD, Still Clumsy After All
twice again bringing their These Years. This double-disc
hyperactive, fiddle-laced, style effort features their trademark
to the Blues Bouquet on Sept. of using nearly every
14, 15. Critics and fans alike Celtic/bluegrass instrument
have coined their vibes as available. Bagpipes, fiddles,
."raging Celtic-bluegrass rock banjos, mand01ins, harmoni-
and roll." cas, and guitars are fueled by
This hard working, ener- the fires within these five
getic folk-rock group has Canadian musicianS.
attributed their popularity Still Clumsy After All These
solely to playing live shows. Years has several zany covers
The Clumsy lovers' fans have of unexpected melodies like
no qualms about calling them "Chim Chim Cheree," "John
the "best damn dance band" in Henry," "london Bridge," and
the Northwest. "let The Sun Shine In."
TCl formed in 1993, as the At live shows, TCl per-
Six Million Dollar Band, but forms power-medleys from
soon changed from that bionic their giant repertoire of show
title fa their current, clumsier tunes and nearly forgotten
name. They have achieved ,classics. One thing holds true
great success. ~hroughout wherever they play: the dance
Western North America, from .floor is a veritable sea of bob-
Alberta to California. TCl are bing heads and shoulders.
especially. popular in college TCl have just started their
towns because they know how' . seventh year of touring live;
to get the audience moving performing nearly 200 shows a
and sweating in syncopation to year. They are just as loyal to
their Celtic groove. their fans as their fans are to
They also find time to play , them. TCl consistently please
lots of music festivals, like their ardent disciples by show-
Seattle's Bumbershoot, Olalla ing up to play almost as often
as the season's change.
The band members are as
follows: Brad Gillard, banjo
and vocals, Cam [onat, drums
and perCussion, Chris [onat,
bass and vocals, Andrea
lewis, fiddle and vocals, and'
Trevor Rogers, vocals, guitars,
mandolin, and harmonica.
Rogers puts his spin on
their brand of music, "We're
always trying to move in new
directions. For instance, we'll
try what, for lack' of better
term, could be called a world-
beat jam; but it certainly won't
be authentic-sounding. It's
more like world-beat as we
hear it. AlII know is that peo-
ple seem to respond to the
variety of it all."
Whatever you want to call
it, the bottom line is, TCl
deliver the musical goods in a
light-hearted, energetic man-
ner. Seemingly always amaz-
ing their fans, and constantly
picking up new ones along the
way, TCl aims to please and
succeeds by getting the soles
moving.
They will be performing
this Friday and Saturday night
at the Blues Bouquet. The
Show starts at 9:15 and the
cover is $7.
The Clumsy Lovers. left to right Cam Jonat, Brad Gillard, Trevor Rogers, Andrea Lewis, Chris Jonat.
Writers to be showcased at BookFest
ee~e"aT)
============-= 1 fL;!rIt;
Hyde Park Street Fair
celebrates another year
By Colleen McClegry
Special to The Ar~iter
By Wendy Vengble
The Arbiter
the ceremony. Afterwards is
the first installment of the
Citywide Book Club, which
will be held at the First
The log Cabin Literary Presbyterian Church on 10th
Center is holding its third and State streets at 7:45p.m.
annual BookFest this weekend, . Robinson will be reading
Sept. 13-15.The Festival show- from her new book during the
cases a weekend of free events Citywide Book Club festivities.
that arc open to the public, There will also be an open
happening daily from 10 a.rn. panel discussion with other
to 5 p.m. . featured writers.
This year's BookFest is fea- On Saturday, there will be
turing nearly 75 writers and more panel discussions and
their works. Dan Popkey, a activities sponsored by the log
columnist for The Idaho Cabin, including a range of
Statesman, will conduct a new topics such as "Memoir:
addrtion called the Citywide Fiction or Non-Fiction?"
Book Club. "Poctryand the Nature of East
The first evening event will and West," "An Idaho Reader:
be held Thursday, 7 p.m. at the Books You Need to Read if
Egyptian Theatre on Main You Live in Idaho,"
Street and Capitol. They are "Songwriting: It's a Business,
showing the film -Too," and "So Now You arc
Housekeeping, which is based published."
on a book by native Idahoan, Other panel discussions will
Marilynne Robinson. Robinson include journalizing, Mormon
is scheduled to speak directly fiction, Idaho political writing,
after the film is shown. young adult literature, and
On Friday, a reception will writing biographies. The loca-
be hosted by this year's guest tions of each panel vary, but all
writers at the Boise Art day Saturday they arc being
Museum starting at 5 p.m. held at venues close to the log
This is the only functionwhere Cabin such as the Boise
admission is charged. Tickets Library, the Idaho Historical
are $18 and can be purchased Museum, the Idaho Black
at the Log Cabin Literary' History Museum" the Grove
Center located at 801 South Street Place Reading Room,
Capitol Boulevard. . and The Flicks. Stop by the
Alvin Josephy, [r., award- Cabin for a list of times and
winning author and esteemed locations of each panel.
history scholar, will speak at At 5 p.m. on Saturday, a
free concert will be given by BookFest's activities.
Rosalie Sorrels at the log Througholit the year, the
Cabin's front lawn. FollOWing' log Cabin literary Center
her performance there will be hosts many classes, work-
an "Open Mic Night" spon- shops, writing camps, open
sored by Wolf Peach Press, at mic nights, and writer-in-resi-
the Grove Street Reading dency programs for Idaho
Room located on the historic schools. For more information,
Basque Block at 612 Grove please stop by their unique,
Street. historical building or call them
Be forewarned: the organiz- at 331-8000.
ers of this event do not have
karaoke in mind. profound
roetry and prose will spotlight
the final evening of events
with open mic readings by
local writers, both professional
and amateur.
For those not intimidated
by a stage or the inevitable
feedback of a microphone, reg-
istration is being taken by call-
ing the Log Cabin Center at
331-8000 by 5 p.m. on
Thursday. Openings may still
be available as late as Saturday
night at a first-come basis.
Listeners are greatly encour-
aged to attend ..
Another new addition to
this year's BookFcst, is an
informal conversation with the
guest writers Greg Pape. Noel
Riley Fitch, Robinson, and
Josephy.
There will also be a literary
scavenger hunt, ali-day
Scrabble, autograph tables,
and 20 vendors on display.
Readers, writers and all lit-
erary gurus are encouraged to
join in the fun of the
If You Go 'I!'
o Friday, Sept. 14 5 pm
Authors' reception with
special guest, eminent his
torian Alvin Josephy.
Boise Art Museum.
$18.
The 22nd annual Hyde
Park Street Fair is happening
this weekend at Camel's Back
Park. The fair is a traditional
fund raiser for the North End
Neighborhood Association
(NENA), which supports the
preservation and integrity of
this historic Boise neighbor-
hood.
Over 100artists, craftspeo-
ple, and food booths will be
on hand for the three-day
event. Included arc potters,
jewelry artists, photogra-
phers, painters. and tie-dyed
clothiers. The food booths
will feature a traditional
global mix of cuisine, includ-
ing Basque, Greek, Mexican,
and American fare. A beer
and wine garden is spon-
sored by area businesses.
The House of Hoi Polloi, a
popular local band, is head-
lining a free concert on
Saturday night. Other local
acts such as Ernest Orange,
Jar, Pinto Bennett, and
Georgette Dashielle will be
performing throughout the
weekend.
In the early days, the
Hyde Park Street Fair was
held on historic 13th Street.
Eventually, the fair became
too large and moved to
Camel's Back Park on Heron
Street, where it has become a
popular family event.
NENA estimates 25;000
people will attend the fair
this year. They strongly
encourage alternative forms
of transportation because
parking is limited in the area.
Admission is free for this
popular North End tradition.
oThursday,Scpt. 13, 7 pm
Showing of '
"Housekeeping," the film
based on Marilynne
Robinson's book selected
for Boise's Citywide Book
Club. Ms. Robinson will
follow with a brief Q & A.
Egyptian Theater.
Free.
I: Saturday, Sept. 15 10-
1'*:30
Dozens of discussions and
readings from various
authors at various down
town locations. ' --------
Openings now available.
High quality child care for
children 3~- 5 years old.
"The Blue Room"
By David Hare
Directed by Ann Hoste
October 4-6,10-13, 7:30pm
October 7 and 14, 2:00pm
Stage II,Morrison Center
"Mother Courage and Her
Children"
ByBertolt Brecht
Directed by Richard Klautsch
November 14-17,7:30pm
November 18, 2:00pm
Special Events Center
"Tartuffe"
By Jean-Baptiste Poquelin
AKA "Moliere"
Directed by Gordon Reinhart
April 18-20,24-27,7:30pm~.
April 21, 2:00pm
Stage II,Morrison Center
--- aCall 334-4404 for a tour
and more information .
Boise State University Department of Theatre Arts 2001-2002 Season Calendar
Fees are based on a
sliding scale. ICCP accepted.-------------_ ........----~=-_----I
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The nation's leader inl:ollege
marketing is seeking an
cnergetic, entrepreneurial
student for the position of
campus rep.
'"Great earnings
'" Set your own hours
'" Part-time
'" No sales involved
'" 5-lO hours per week
American Passage Media: Inc.
Campus Rep program
Seattle. \VA
. '
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Woman's
Centertak-
• •mg actions
for year to
come
py Lola Shehu
The Arbiter
The Women's Center at
Boise State is entering the new
school year with a variety of
new programs and activities
and an encore to several that
were successfully introduced
last year.
The focus of the center's
work this scholastic year will
be the more 'personal services
it provides students with, such
as m?re in,tense counseling on
relationshIp violence
women's health and self~
esteem. issues. They are also
extendmg educational pro-
grams.
The Returning Women's
Mentoring Program is the
number one new program on
the agenda for Melissa
Wintrow; coordinator for the
Woman's Center. The primary
purp?se of this program is to
proVide support and informa-
tion to new women students
returning to college after an
interruption in their formal
education.
"Last year we realized that
the overwhelming majority of
the contacts we had with stu-
dents were women that were
returning to school after many
years and were in need of help.
We tested the mentoring idea
last spring semester with a
small number of students with
great results and decided to
develop this program," said
Wintrow.
The program consists of ten
mentors that receive intern-
ship credit for their work.
These women mentors are
returning students as well, and
have been attending BSUfor at
least 2 semesters. They-serve
as campus guides to the new
"nontraditional students" and
regularly meet with, and help
The Arbiter • Page 9 .:~
Volunteer Services seeks
expanded help from students
have right now are students
who have served in the past."
These students come by reg-
Boise State Volunteer ularly looking for work. VSB
Services Board will be holding hopes to teach out to students
a volunteer fair from 8 a.m. to 2 who have not had opportunity
l'.m. on Wednesday, Sept. 19in to serve in the past, he said.
the Student Union. VSB coordinates service
Representatives of non- ..needs . through four Issue
,profit and service agencies will Coordinators: Hunger and
be recruiting students for vol- Homelessness, Youth and
unteer service. Education, Environmental con-
"The Volunteer Fair is a cerns, and Health Care.
kick-off event for all VSBactiv- According to Burton, the
ities. It saves time for students Issue Coordinators are
who don't have time to call the required to staff at least two
20-plus groups who will be program leaders.
there," Student Organizations "These people look at needs
Program Coordinator Mike in the community, say, the res-
Esposito said, cue mission needs food," said
Esposito said the fair also Burton, "then they would
serves as good public relations deliver food weekly or month-
for the community, showing ly."
that BSUstudents care, and are In November, VSB will
willing to offer help to those in sponsor "Into the Streets",
need. another opportunity for stu-
Spencer Burton, VSB dents to offer their time.
,Director,said, "The turnout we During this event, volunteer
By Matt Neznanskl
The Arbiter
Photo by Ted Hannan, The ArbIter
Women's Center Coordinator Melissa Wlntrow. 9-11frompg.l
Administration describes his
reaction to the "Attack on
America" as "a mixture of
fury, frustration, and awe."
Many Americans hope this
state of national despair will
serve as a reminder to not
become too complacent in
their country's presumed secu-
rity.
Crank believes the recent
attacks will serve as a vision to
increase the protection of
America's well being.
"I think it will bolster feder-
al policing, both nationally
and internally," Crank said.
Although the 1996 explo-
sion of a TWA jet off of New
York, the 1995Oklahoma City
bombing, and the previous
Trade Center bombing in 1993,
served as reminders that
America is not invincible, Dr.
Crank feels that "hindsight is
100percent:'
"It was nearly impossible to
fathom what these events pre-
ceded," he said.
The national safety and
security of local students are
well placed. Crank predicts
that the short-term economy
effect will be negative, with a
possible decline of six to ten
percent. "The long-term is dif-
ficult to predict," he said.
For now, it can only be sur-
mised what will transpire. As
Dr. Crank poignantly put it,
"Right nOW I have the highest
hopes for my students. We're
in trouble."
introduce the new re-entry
women to university resources
and assist them in adjusting to
changes in the school environ-
ment.
A support discussion group
will be held every other week:vith the women participating
111 the program where they will
have the opportunity to
address the issues they face.
Another new support/ dis-
cussion group is the women's
relationship violence support
group, which will provide an
outlet to relationship violence
survivors, and Wintrow hopes
that the counseling will extend
to friends and families of the
survivors. The Women and
Children's Alliance will pro-
vide counselors for this group.
The first meeting will be
Wednesday, Oct. 17 at 1:30pm.
In association with the Women
and Children's Alliance
(WCA), the Women's Center
will put together the
Clothesline Project for the 2nd
year in a row. It is a visual dis-
play that bears witness to acts
of violence committed against
women. The project docu-
ments the cruelty and fatality
of violence against women and
attempts to raise society's
awareness of the issue and the
extent of the problem.
The display will contain T-
shirts bearing messages and
illustrations designed by sur-
vivors of violence or their sup-
porters.
The Project also contained
shirts created to honor those
who have died as a result of
domestic or sexual violence. It
is a tradition for many people
see WOMEN'SCEN'TER on pg. 10
Save $80
- on any
Sprint pes Phone:
Your next road trip is brought to you by Sprint pes:
\
Pack your friends. Pack your car. And always pack your phone.
In school or on ihe road, you're always connected to friends and family with a Sprint PCSphone. Acress the
Internet, send e-mail, check your voice mail and access the only all-digital, all-PCS nationwide network
servingmore than 300 major metropolitan areas.
Kyocera 2035
~
~ $8000
$1999
Limited Time Offer.
2500 Minutes For $39.99 a Month. Real Nationwide Long Distance Included.
Get 350 Anytime Minutes and 2150Night & Weekend Minutes - that's a total of 2500
minutes for just $39.99.Requires a One-Year Sprint pes Advantage Agreement.'"
This coupon valid onty at participating stores listed below. Offer valid with a
one.year Sprint pes Advantage Agreement and purchase and activation on f1,ny
Sprint PCS Plan. Cert.ain restrictions apply. Coupon not necessary to rece~e
oUers. Offer expires 9/3OIll1. Ono coupon per customer. See stores lor details.
.=$'Sprlnt.
Sprint pes'
Sprint pes' ~ Sprint . The clear alternative to cellular,"
Wireless USA
1182West State Street
Boise
(208)331-11811Sprint StoreTown Square Theater Plaza
120Milwaukee
Boise
(208)378·9:j16
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CompleteWireless
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004West Main
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(208)387-1964
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agencies will assemble in the
SUB and offer service projects
designed to last around three-
or four hours. Students would :
sign up and then fan out to •
complete the projects.
"these single-service'
opportunities allow students
to sign up, work, and then they
have done their good deed for
the day," said Esposito.
Throughout the semester,
VSB will set up a marketing
booth to advertise and allow •
students to browse the over 80
organizations who have
requested BSU students' help
in their cause. .•
"Gettin!; involved in service ::::
work has motivated me to do ,."
"better work," said Burton,':
"Helping the less fortunate has "":
made me grateful for what I :
have."
OUTDOOR
frompg.l
Learning the basics of back-
packing and camping also
requires learning the Forest
Services motto: LNT-"leave no
trace." This includes rules
such as packing out what you
pack in, staying on designated
trails, covering a campfire with
dirt when leaving the site.,;"
Students are also taught how
to "bear-pack" which entails
wrapping and packing food in
order to not attract bears. .'.:
On this trip, there were 18
students and six student lead-
ers. The mixture allows the
seasoned students to interact
with the new in order to intro-
duce the newcomers to college"
life.
Geoff Harrison, Assistant"
Director, Outdoor Programs"
explains, "It's sort of an exten- "
sion of the Gateway Center'
Orientation."
With orientation only being;~
a couple of hours long, and a:"
plethora of information about '.'
the academic side being,">
thrown at you, it's difficult to-»
see what is going on outside of"
the classroom.
The Wilderness Quest" I
Program serves as a forum for-:;
students to ask questions and ."~
air anxieties. Student leaders"
share their own experiences'"
and provide some counsel at:
the same time. ':'.
One student advises, "Do it, .,;
it's a chance to meet new peo-"
pie, build friendships, and
have fun." '
Wilderness Quest provided
not only a chance to make new
friends, but to also discover'
who you are, a tough thing to»
do in a new setting. ..
As one participant put it,"
"Take advantage of the oppor-' ,
tunity to not only explore the '
outdoors and new classmates,
but who you are as well."
The Outdoor Center pro-"'
vides more than overnight
adventures.
Students can rent rafts and
accessories such as ,paddles
and helmets, skis or snow-
shoes, tents or a variety of '
sports equipment; the center
also has a climbing gym to
keep yourself strong.
The Outdoor Center is a '
part of Campus Recreation.
Although currently located in
the Student Union Building, it
will soon move into the new
Recreation Building.
The programs are student
led and the staff is knowledge-
able, making it less threatening
for the student who has never
become one with nature. The
staff offers other resources,
such as advice for those plan-
ning a camping trip over the
weekend, or a trip over the
holiday .:
For more information on all
the adventures, visit the
Outdoor Center, or call 426-
1946. Internet address is
www.boisestate.edu/ recre-
ation/ outdoor.
STOP
and read
The Arbiter
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WOMEN'S CENTER
frompcJ.9
to share their personal stories
during many Women's Center
activities, especially those that
deal with sexual and physical
violence against women.
"Last year. during the
Clothesline project at least
three different male students
came up-to us with questions
on sexual violence. The
women in their lives are sur-
vivors of such violence and
these men needed help in how
to deal with the situation. This
need for people to share their
experiences, was a clear sign
that there is a scarcity in
resources," she said.
Discovering the reason why
many of their programs came
to life, makes it obvious that
the actual student Reeds have
greatly influenced the focus of
the Woman's Center work for
this year. Apart from the men-
toring program and the
Relationship Violence support
Center published a newsletter,
featuring the stories of women
making a difference in our
community that go unrecog-
nized. '
They printed over 28,000
copics of this newsletter and
they were inserted into the
BoiseWeekly and The Arbiter.
This year, due to limited space
and .resources, they will only
be representing 35 women: 10
Boise State faculty / staff mem-
bers, 10Boise State students, 10
Local community members
and 5 local youth under age 18.
Considering the limited num-
ber it would be wise to get the
nominations in early and you
may do so in the Women's
Center web site.
For 'more information on
how to become a mentor and
get involved with other
Women's Center events call
426-4259.
Oppressed" and it will be a
stage enactment of real acts of
violence. They will gather real
violence stories, script them
and these stories will then be
enacted on stage.
The audience may interfere
at any moment and attempt to
stop the abuser(s). InpreviOUS
'shows of this kind there have
been very strong reactions
from the audience and that is
what Wintrow hopes will hap-
pen here. '.
"If someone in the audi-
ence, presumably a man,
makes an effort to stop the
abuser assuming that this will
end the act, he will have to face
the abuser himself. This might
help give an insight to why it is
so difficult for women to just
leave abusive relationships or
react different in incidents of
the kind," Wintrow said.
In their efforts to educate,
last March the Woman's
group the Center is serving
students with more intense
counseling' such as individual
consultations on housing, aca-
demic advising and family.
They realize that they might
not be able to provide more
professional help on specific
issues, but are working nard to
provide women with a place
on campus where they can
tum to with their questions.
While the Vagina
Monologues returns this year,
the Women's Center is collab-
orating with Janet Summers of
Training and Development on
another theater show.
"We are always looking
new ways to creatively edu-
cate people about issues and
we want to use theatre because
it is a powerful mean of educa-
tion," said Wintrow.
Although not definite yet, it
will most likely take the name
"The Theatre of the','
MR; ROGERS
frompg.2
on a very good track," he said.
Shapiro is the co-founder of
Neighborhood Services,
Incorporated. He has been
involved with neighborhood
and community projects for six
years. Through this experi-
ence, he learned a great deal
about the activities happening
around the country with vari-
ous neighborhood associations.
His political muse is Mary
Parker Follett, who wrote in
1918a book entitled, "The New
State" .
"This book is incredible,"
Shapiro said. "It re-defines our
notions of politics, diversity,
democracy and neighborhood.
Itwas cutting edge in 1918,and
it is still cutting edge."
He mentioned Follett's book
to be the inspiration of his
attention toward neighbor-
hoods, '
The book "gave me ideas
that power is created within
human interaction, and it is not
something that can be trans-
ferred. Once human beings
learn to integrate our ideas and
values on larger and larger lev-
els, starting within the family
and within the neighborhood,
then we will taste democracy."
Until then, he says we are just a
crowd.
"I see the role of a leader in
Boise as helping us shift from
being a crowd to a community,
and that is not the kind of lead-
ership you see coming out of
any elected officials."
®et YOur ~ into the game ~t$5 FEE PER TEAM
Texas Christian U.-area mosques,
synagogues heighten security
Trivia questions cover topics from
history to pop culture. social sciences.
mathematics. geographY.sPorts, and
multicultural topics.
computer science major from
United Arab Emirates, said he
has not faced any prejudices
yet, but thinks there will be
some problems with those
Americans who judge people
based on stereotypes.
He also said he is not surprised
by some of the reactions from
the Middle East.
The Associated Press reported
Tuesday that .thousands of
Palestinians were dancing in
the streets and handing out
candy and Iraqi television
played a patriotic song that
begins with "Down with
America" as it showed the
World Trade Center towers
falling.
"I understand Palestine and
Iraq enjoying this," Habib said.
"Anyone in alliance with Israel
is an enemy to them:'
Babbili said these reactions can
be difficult to understand.
"When you see images like
that - people celebrating such
tragedies - it should bring us
to a realization that there has to
be a reason or rationale which
we cannot fathom, but it
exists," he said. "This (inci-
dent) should give us time to
jJonder why people react like
this."
and we have to take full
responsibility for helping care
for our country in its time of
need. We, as Americans, have
to all organize ourselves and
take one step against this ter-
rorist attack:'
Although, Ahavath Sholom
Synagogue on Hulen Street
had no reported threats, it
heightened security with
police surveillance.
Anantha Babbili,.TCU profes-
sor of journalism, said
tragedies such as these cause
all foreigners to become acute-
ly aware of themselves and
.they tend to fear irrational
responses.
"We are in a period of specula-
tion and finger pointing and
allegations, so we have to wait
until the culprits are caught or
the terrorists identified and
then discuss how we should
read," Babbili said.
Morrison Wong, TCU profes-
sor of sociology, said foreign-
ers should fear irrational
responses based on Ll.S.histo-
ry like in the case of the 1995
bombing of the Murrah
Federal Building in_Oklahoma
City.
"I think (as a result of the ter-
rorism) Americans will proba-
bly become more (afraid of for-
eigners)," Wong said.
Rashid Habib, a sophomore
C>
C>
C>
C>
By James Zwilling
Daily Skiff (Texas Christiall U.)
(U-WIRE) FORT WORTH,
Texas - Religious leaders in
Fort Worth, Texas, said Jews
and Muslims heightened secu-
rity Tuesday, fearing retalia-
tion against people of foreign
descent in light of recent ter-
rorist attacks in the United
States.
Moujahed Bakhach, chair-
man of the Imam's Council of
Tarrant County and Imam of
the Islamic Association of
Tarrant County, said that
although no group has claimed
responsibility for Tuesday's
attacks on the World Trade
Center, his mosque received a
threatening phone call shortly
after the attacks took place.
According to a tape heard
by the Texas Christian
University Daily Skiff, a caller
said, "Prepare to die .... You
want a holy war? You got it:'
Bakhach said he is con-
cerned about the safety of his
religious community and said
that assumptions of blame
against foreigners are common
in the wake of terrorist attacks.
"Whether (Muslims) are
innocent or not, we are guilty,"
he said. "W,,-want to make it
clear that we are against this
terrorist act.We are Americans
The game features teamS of five
players each competing to score
points from trivia questions.
sat. 9/22 11am-3pm
Fri. 11/9 4pm-8pm
@et your (Bffilllnto the game ~
Register at the Info Desk In the
Student Union by 9/14 for first
session and 11/2 for the second ..
Call 426-3049 for delnlls
The game features teams of five players each
competing to score points from trivia questions.
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IDEAL'
EMPLOYMENT
Looking to earn money
for your organization
or yourself? Try Fund-
U, a no cost fundrais-
ing program that's
easy and reliable. Call
1-866-48-FUND-U or
visit www.fund-u.com.
...those who have excellent verbal
skills and need a flexible
schedule ...
[
~8f 1 IMAGINE THIS:
. Sale' 'EYeni~&WeekeoosM\s~~MIk
-~--- ·l~~~·our~aveta~~~M1our
. Paid Training
~~-~TIJRNER&KLErn
Car sale, moving,
Toyota Tercel 1992,
good cond., CD, excel-
lent mpg, new battery.
Call: 283-3724.
Dorm room fridge, 2
yrs. old, 19x19x19 for
$50. If interested call
429-9910.
[HOUSing I
FEMALE
TO SHARE HOUSE
On bus route to BSU.
Mary 383-0198 $300+
Evergreen Suites-
Partially Furnished
Private Suites by BSU.
All Utilities and Cable
TV paid- FREE HBO
384-1600 $350/Month
FOR MORE INFORMATION
CALL (208) 376-4480
FREETICKETS
TO EVERY
BSU
ATHLETIC
EVENT!
The Arbiter is
looking for a
dedicated BSU
sports fan that
wants to get up
close to the
action.
Did we mention
we will even pay
you for it?
Go to a game and
write a story, what
could be easier?
I
j
\
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Crossword
ACROSS
1 Tooted
5 School subj.
8 Playwright
Beckett
14 Irritate
15 Highland cap
16 Stupor
17 Competent
18 Current unit,
briefly
19 Repetitious
musical themes
20 Cooking surface
22 Swindle
23 More
impertinent
24 Other finisher
27 Prickly shrub
29 Bossy's call
30 Goddesses of
destiny
34 Pub choice
35 Gossip
36 Fairy-tale beast
37 Skinflint
39 Pot starter
40 Laugh loudly
41 Fuss
42 Trepidation
43 Vessel with a
spigot
44 Caribbean
island
47 Eyelash
cosmetic
49 Corresponding
friends
54 Student
55 Ballroom dance
56 Swanson of
Hollywood
58 Yale student
59 Jason's ship
60 Studying intently
61 Shade tree
62 Falsifier
63 power failure
64 Alamos, NM
65 Beer ingredient
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HOW ABOUT If I TU~N i
IT DOWN TO A LEVEL ~:;;
WHERE IT STILL D~IVES ~</I
YOU NUTS BUT YOU'~E ~
TOO SHY TO ~u.
COMPLAIN A !
SECOND TIME? ~ ......,....-
COULD YOU TURN Off
THE I"\USIC? I CAN'T
CONCENT~ATE .
THANK
YOU.
IT MIGHT
CREEP UP
OVER TIME.
ASOK I YOU'RE COMING
WITH ME TO AN
II"\POR TANT I"\EETING
ACROSS THE· BRIDGE.
MY HA~D WORK AS
AN INTERN IS
PAYING Off. ALREADY
I AM INVITED TO AN
II"\POR TANT
MEETINGl
! "& It-
•u
:;;
C
>0
<II..
~••U.
'U
!
C
;;;)
rr-s A GA~GANTUAN
MISTAKE THAT WILL
RUIN YOUR LIfE,
fRIGHTEN CHILDREN
AND BRUISE f~UIT.
)Call Brandon at 345-8204ext. 105 for more
Information.
WHAT DO YOU
GU'(S THINK
ABOUT I"\Y NEW
HAIRCUT?
8/21/01
© 2001 Tribune Media Services. Inc
All rights reserved.
5 More hackneyed
6 Brownie or
Kodak
7 Unruly child
8 Young child's
ride
9 Incite
10 Juicy fruit
11 Weaken the
foundation of
12 Writer Umberto
13 French article
21 Claim to a share J,..:4-=-!--
22 liThe Misfit.s"star
25 Main artery
26 Renowned
28 Stoneworker
30 Open discussion
31 Greek market L- ..........L --I.--L--'--
32 Convey
33 Mountain
follower?
35 Patri0tic grp.
37 Wedlock
38 Perfect
42 Copenhagen
native
DOWN
1 Boasts
2 Zodiac sign
3 Perry or
Havelock
4 Unwanted plants
,
I
r
I
I
I
I,
I
\
I
I,
I
I
I
I
\L __ -~---------------------------_ .....
\'
Solutions---1 1 'if V'J
l:i 'if I 1
o 0 1:I 'if
d 3 1 S
44 Wide open
45 Very handsome
young man
46-Jeans
48 Roman senate
50 Sacred song
51 courtyards
52 Permitted by
law
53 Good loser
56 U.S. publishing
agcy.
57 Gehrig or Brock,
58 Moray_
1.
I'M ALL FROZE
i UP! NO ONE
•~ EVER ASKED FOR
~ M'( OPINION
•E BEfORE!~:':LI ~
~
c
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How to play:
Read the Monday edition of The
Arbiter & find the trivia question of
the week, then submit your answer
to contcst@arbiteronline.coITl.
The correct answer will be printed
in the Thursday's edition. If you
were right. you'll be rewarded with -
rw'o entries for the weekly
drawing-if you were wrong, your
answer will be passed around the
office and laughed at!
Okay. okay-if you were wrong,
you can still send another e-mail
to contest@arbiteronline.com
with the correct answer. and
you'll be rewarded with one entry
for the weekly drawing just for
being so persistent!
The Fine PrintContest rules:
lUI winners wm he selected by II r:mdom
drawing· of eligible entries. WC'ckly
winners will receive a pritt doneeed by
that week·, sponsor. AJI conks
eontalntng ebe correct answer will be
entercd into :I. grand prize drawing- to be
held .at ehe end of the semester; No
purchase necessary. AlI- priUS will- be
llwarded.Gr-and prize will be one
semester of free books. to be provided by
the BSU Bookstore- Used books will be
provided when: avat'able. 'Thie offer it
void when: prohibited or restricted by
federal. natc. or local laws. E.rnpl~
ef The Arbiter. the BSU Student Union.
their fam,iliQ and go~rnmcnt eTnr10yecs
are not eligible. Applicable t:.aU'3 .re the
sole respon'ibUity of the winners.,
All e-mails must int:lude an
answer (preferably a correct one).
your name, address and a phone
number-so we can hunt' you
down if yOUwin.
Weekly winners will be
announced in the following
Monday edition. The Grand
Prize winner will be announced
in the Dec, 17th Finals Relief
issue. Contest runs 08/27/01
though 12/14/01.
·l
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US Tragedy Relief Fund
BSU students. faculty, staff and Treasure Valley
community members are called"upon to help provide
relief for the victims of the September 11, 2001 tragedy.
For more information on how to
help contact ASBSU at 426-1440
A
lation
Mourns
